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have become familiar enough no longer to obscure its poetry, it will

be found that what I have attempted to do will he done, proportion

ally to their measure of ability, by travellers generally. In hazard

ing the prediction, I build on the fact, that it is according to the

intellectual nature of man to delight in the metaphor and the simile,

- in pictures of the past and dreams of the future, - in short, in

whatever introduces amid one set of figures palpable to the senses

another visible but to the imagination, and thus blends the ideal

with the actual, like some fanciful allegorist, sculptor, or painter,

who mixes up with his groups of real personages qualities and dis

positions embodied in human form,-angelic virtues with wings

growing out of their shoulders, and brutal vices furnished with tails

and claws. And it is impossible, such being the mental constitution

of the species, to see the events of other creations legibly engraved

all around, as with an iron pen, on the face of nature, without let-

ting the mind loose to expatiate on those historic periods to which

the record so graphically, refers. The geologist in our own country

feels himself in exactly the circumstances of the traveller who jour

neys amid the deserts of Sinai, and sees the front of almost every

precipice roughened with antique inscriptions of which he has just

discovered the key,-inscriptions that transport him from the silence

and solitude of the present, to a darkly remote past, when the

lone-linessof the wilderness was cheered b the white glitter of unnum

bered tents, and the breeze, as it murmured by, went laden with the

cheerful hum of a great people

It may be judged, I am afraid, that to some of the localities I
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